THE SCHOOL
OF URBAN ENGINEERING
L’École des Ingénieurs de la Ville de Paris is both a school of urban engineering and a research laboratory on urban issues. To be graduated from EIVP is to be able to respond to all the issues related to the design, construction, management and operation of cities and territories, with a transversal and innovative approach to projects.

A well-known school
«Construction & civil engineering» and «environment, energy & sustainable development» according to national rankings

Diversity & equal opportunities
30% of our students receive scholarships

47% of female students

1959 Creation of EIVP
2004 Development of applied research in urban engineering specific to the University
2007 Launch of the first EIVP Summer with a sustainable city project
2010 Creation of the dual diploma engineer & architect
2017 Inauguration of the first Company Chair
2020 EIVP is a Charter member of Gustave Eiffel University
2022 Launch of the engineering apprenticeship training program

N°1 in France for «civil engineering» and «transportation»
25% of French research on urban issues
Our programs

- Diploma of urban engineering as a full time student or as an apprentice
- Diploma engineer and architect with the ENSA University (Paris La Villette)
- Diploma of architectural assistantship
- Advanced Master in « Urban Engineering and Information Technology » URBANTIC
- Advanced Master in « Wastewater & stormwater management » URBEAUSEP with ENGEES school
- Professional degree as an « Assistant space planning project manager »
- D-PRAUG – Urban and architectural programming
- Inter & intra company training courses
- Validation of prior learning

For over 60 years, EIVP has been a leader in urban engineering education and research. Our mission is to reinvent cities and to help those who will make them move.

ALL AREAS OF URBAN ENGINEERING

The graduate EIVP students deploy their skills for the cities and territories of tomorrow

- Urban planning & public spaces
- Construction & civil works
- Environment
- Energy & waste
- Public buildings & equipment
- Hydraulic
- Smart city networks
- Transport infrastructure & mobility

+ 30 international partnership agreement
97% professional integration of our graduates
1 month average time to find first job

For the cities and territories of tomorrow.
5 GOOD REASONS TO JOIN US

1. An international recognition of our diplomas
2. Large panel of professional opportunities
3. Different academic formations
4. Human scale school with stronger advising and personal attention to its students
5. Inside Paris!

Follow us!
on social media and on our website

ÉCOLE DES INGÉNIEURS DE LA VILLE DE PARIS
80, rue Rébeval, 75019 Paris
01 56 02 61 00
eivp@eivp-paris.fr
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